
 

 
     

 

PRESS INFORMATION 

Singapore, 18 July 2018 

 

 
MICHELIN Guide Singapore 2018: 17 new establishment s awarded a Bib 
Gourmand, representing the diversity of Singapore’s  culinary scene! 

Michelin today announced that it has awarded 50 F&B establishments with a Bib 
Gourmand award in the MICHELIN Guide Singapore 2018, 12 more than last 
year! The selection of the MICHELIN Guide Singapore 2018 will be revealed in 
its entirety next week. 
 
Hawker stalls were the real favorites of the inspectors this year, with more than 
20 names being recognised. Soups, noodles, curry chicken, and other culinary 
wonders are amongst the dishes lauded.  

 
The 2018 edition of Bib Gourmand selections also highlights the diversity of the culinary range that 
Singapore offers. From European to Japanese cuisines, Singapore is indeed a melting pot of the 
world’s gastronomic cultures. 
 
The Bib Gourmand award, established in 1997, is as popular with chefs as it is with diners. It 
recognises establishments selected by the MICHELIN inspectors for their good value for money, 
which serve quality menu mainstays priced at a maximum of S$45.  
 
 
 
About the MICHELIN Guide 
The MICHELIN Guide selects the best restaurants and hotels in the 30 countries it covers. Providing 
a showcase of gourmet dining around the world, it highlights the culinary dynamism of a country, as 
well as new trends and emerging young chefs. Creating value for restaurants through the 
distinctions that it attributes each year, the MICHELIN Guide contributes to the prestige of the local 
gastronomy, thereby making cities and countries more attractive to tourists. Backed by its rigorous 
selection method and longstanding knowledge of the hospitality industry, the MICHELIN Guide 
provides customers with unique expertise that enables it to offer them a true quality service. 
 
The different selections are available in both print and digital versions. They are accessible via the 
Web and on a full range of mobile media that offer navigation capabilities adapted to individual 
usage as well as an on-line booking service. 
 
With the MICHELIN Guide, the Group continues to support millions of travelers, allowing them to 
live a unique mobility experience. 
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